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Maintaining interconnected infrastructures such as transportation, 
communication, power grids, and pipeline networks is paramount in 
emerging economies. One of the critical interruptions is the targeted attacks 
on the operating cyber-physical systems to disconnect operations, inspection, 
or monitoring of the system. Therefore, adopting a cybersecurity system (or 
platform) that provides holistic protection is vital for protecting the integrity 
of critical infrastructure networks. As such, this research aspires to provide a 
decision support system for cybersecurity managers or practitioners (in the 
Indian power sector) to select the best and appropriate platform for 
protection against cyber-attacks. A three-phase method is adopted. First, a 
literature search followed by an expert panel discussion identified 
alternatives (cybersecurity platforms) and selection criteria. Next, a 
questionnaire was developed. Thirdly, a hybrid Best-Worst Improved and 
COmprehensive distance-Based RAnking (BWM-I and COBRA) method was 
proposed and applied to evaluate the cybersecurity platform alternatives. 
Four alternatives (Cloud-Based Platforms, Web-Based Platforms, Application-
Based Platforms, and AI-Based Platforms), six primary criteria, and fifteen 
unique sub-criteria were identified. Responses were collected from 80 power 
utility managers on a pan-India basis, ranking "End-to-End Coverage" criteria 
and the AI-Based platform as best. This approach identified the best 
cybersecurity platform that, if adopted, can be extended to other critical 
infrastructures, with an appropriate adjustment in the selection criteria. The 
study can be helpful to practitioners in evaluating cybersecurity platforms. 
Furthermore, it addresses a research gap in its application in a developing 
country like India. 
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1. Introduction 

India ranks third globally for malicious activity after China and Russia [1]. In the previous two 
decades, India has seen significant technical advancement, and the usage and abuse of the Internet 
have expanded throughout the nation. The Government of India's IT Act (2000) [2] defines 
cybercrime as any illegal or unethical activity through internet use or using computers as a tool. The 
National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB), India [3], which tracks cybercrimes [2], has recorded 52,000 
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cases since 2021. Major recent cyber-attacks recorded [2] are the Union Bank of India Heist in 2016, 
Wannacry Ransomware in 2017, Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant in 2019, and Bharat Earth Movers 
Limited in 2020 [2]. In April 2022, several Indian electric facilities encountered cyberattacks. Creating 
appropriate norms and regulations relevant to the industry is one strategy to reduce the possibility 
of cyberattacks on India's power systems [4].  

Kumar et al. [5] observed that attackers' intentions have grown from being motivated by financial 
benefits in organised crimes, such as trading malware and credit card information, to attacks that 
attempt to destroy the country's critical infrastructure and cause havoc [5]. Per the IT Act [2], critical 
Infrastructure (CI) is "a computer resource, the incapacitation or destruction of which shall have a 
debilitating impact on national security, economy, public health, or safety" [2]. It includes sectors 
such as Banking, Financial Services and Insurance, Power and Energy, Telecom, Transport, and Public 
Enterprises. The 2013 National Cyber Security Policy's [6] primary goals are to secure data or 
information, personal information, banking information, financial information, and sovereign data 
[7].  

Also, in the energy sector, researchers Casanovas and Nghiem [8] at the International Energy 
Agency (IEA) defines cybersecurity as "the ability to prevent or defend against cyberattacks and cyber 
incidents, preserving the availability and integrity of networks and infrastructure and the 
confidentiality of information" [8]. To strengthen the cybersecurity policy, the Central Electricity 
Authority (CEA), under the auspices of the Power Ministry of India, has issued cybersecurity 
regulations [9] to improve the power sector's protection against cyber threats [10]. As it is the first 
time to lay out such cybersecurity guidelines for India's power sector, implementing them is still 
nascent [10]. These guidelines amplify the regulatory framework and effectuate different actions for 
early detection, management, and cyber-attack responses. For such holistic protection for a critical 
system, a cybersecurity system needs formulation to integrate the security mechanisms at one 
platform. 

Critical infrastructure (CI), the backbone of any economy, includes transportation networks, 
communication networks, water and oil pipelines, and power grids [11]. The computer control 
systems coupled with physical processes achieve real-time monitoring and control. This combination 
creates a cyber-physical system (CPS) and frequently introduces weaknesses, thereby increasing the 
risk of breaking into the tangible physical system. Additionally, some CIs are interconnected and 
dependent upon one another. Therefore, a cyberattack on a section of an interdependent system 
could have cascade consequences [11] and could bring down the entire interconnected CI system. 
The recent cyber-attack in Denmark [12], where the communication systems were targeted and 
caused a sudden halt of the trains – is a prime example of interdependency between CI and the 
cascading effect of such attacks in CI. The dependency on CI can be categorised by Rinaldi et al. [13] 
as follows: 

• Physical: Physical dependence on the movement of materials from one CI to another, such as 
when a power grid provides electricity for distribution and water treatment systems. 

• Cyber: This refers to "Informational Interdependency," which is the dependence of two or more 
CIs on one another for information flow. For instance, knowledge of the demand from a water 
distribution system is necessary to calculate the volume of treated water at its water treatment 
facility. 

• Geographic: A local environmental event might impact numerous CI components (or geospatial 
interdependency) due to physical proximity.  

• Association: Mechanisms that can logically link two or more CIs, such as regulatory systems, legal 
and policies, are to blame for this dependence. 
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Cybersecurity is a collection of tools that protects cyberspace and, in turn, organisational and user 
possessions. According to Perwej [14], "Cybersecurity involves a collection of techniques and 
procedures that aim to protect computers, networks, databases, and software from unauthorised 
access, modification, destruction, or attacks" [14]. These include contracts, security models, metrics 
and vulnerability-controlling tactics, activities, preparation, best practices, assertions, and tools [15]. 
However, most CIs were built without considering cybersecurity issues; hence, the present CPS poses 
significant security challenges [15].  

The International Telecommunication Union Cybersecurity aims to protect personnel, facilities, 
software, services, communications networks, information shared and stored in cyber-space, and the 
security aspects of the business and user resources against interconnected devices. As such, the 
following details [16] could be crucial for an attack [16]: 

• Services, general system structure, hardware, software, network structure, system settings, 
and technology use 

• Security tools, such as including antivirus software and firewalls 

• Knowledge of established flaws in these technology components 

• Access rights and general information for users. 
The main goals of cyberattacks are to seize control of the targeted system, destroy the system, 

leak data, or stop the targeted system from functioning. Also, authors Enayaty-Ahangar et al. [17] 
noticed several businesses creating various techniques for cybersecurity solutions to use information 
about security occurrences, security analysis, and potential threat and warning images [17]. 

The cyber threats can be minimised by designing a suitable cybersecurity platform based on the 
firm's requirements. Lopez et al. [18] define a cybersecurity platform as a centralised 
system/integration of cybersecurity tools that protect data, networks, and users against cyber 
threats. Tools and platforms for cybersecurity have been developed to prevent unauthorised access 
to organisational databases. However, the security tools used in the present time with static 
signatures will fall short of dealing with malicious actors who frequently change their techniques and 
tactics to make the system more vulnerable.  

Furthermore, malicious code can change slightly enough, making identifying signatures 
challenging for current security tools [19]. As such, it enables the integration of visibility analysis and 
control of security layers and data sources, enhancing protection, scalability, and efficiency [20]. 
Choosing an appropriate cybersecurity platform is a significant challenge for any industry. The 
challenges faced by enterprise security teams include an abundance of data, an abundance of tools, 
and a lack of funding [21]. An integrated security platform would help tie everything together in one 
location because it allows finding a new solution to unify security data, tools, and teams 
simultaneously. Hence, to identify a holistic, integrated cybersecurity platform that can be effective 
now and into the future, the following factors need to be considered [22, 23, 24]: 

(i) Considerations around moving the data 
(ii) Options for deployment 
(iii) Connections needed to other tools 
(iv) Openness and adaptability of the platform 
(v) Orchestration and automation capabilities 
(vi) Threat intelligence integration 
(vii) Connecting Security Operations Center (SOC) teams 
(viii) Risk management and dashboarding capabilities  
(ix) Services Support 

Many security platforms require moving all data onto that platform to access it. While putting all 
the data in one place seems like a good idea, it can be complex and expensive [25]. Furthermore, it 
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can mean addressing important privacy and data residency issues. Therefore, from a cost and 
complexity perspective, it can be beneficial for a platform to connect to the data where it's already 
located without the need to move it. This approach can complement the existing tools and help 
optimise investments already made while providing a centralised view and access to data already 
spread across various agencies [26]. 

When choosing a platform [27], it can be essential to consider one that's open and flexible enough 
to support a security program as it changes. Consider whether it offers Open standards, Open-source 
technology, or Open connections. An open platform connects to third-party tools and supports 
custom connections and development. As per [27], this approach can help reduce vendor lock-in and 
promote interoperability with multiple security and Information Technology (IT) tools.  

"Security orchestration, automation, and response," commonly named SOAR, are more robust 
solutions [28] when built into the leading security platform rather than offered separately. Here, they 
look for a security platform with SOAR as a core function to increase the security team's efficiency 
across various workflows and security use cases. While SOAR has traditionally been focused on the 
incident response side of threat management, it can provide benefits, like data security, when built 
into a more comprehensive platform [29]. In addition, it helps bring together SOC and data security 
teams. 

Security analysts often use a variety of threat feeds and different products to comb through threat 
intelligence and inform their research and decisions. They [30] consider whether the platform 
provides threat intelligence reports, how this intellect gets integrated with other capabilities, and 
what threat intelligence vendors are supported [30]. Integrating threat intelligence into a security 
platform can reduce a security analyst's workload and allow for more prompt and informed decisions. 

Nugraha [31] claimed that many security platforms are geared primarily toward security 
operations and the SOC. However, SOC teams often need to work with others, such as data security 
teams, to investigate and resolve incidents. When the platform can make it easier for these teams to 
collaborate and share information, it can increase efficiency and decrease the reaction time to a 
threat or breach. Also, Nugraha [31] observed that evaluating security platforms that go beyond the 
traditional SOC and connect the organisation's security environment more holistically is preferable.  

Developing and deploying a specialised model that accurately detects all attacks is challenging due 
to the diversity of cybersecurity threats. Authors Skoumperdis et al. [32] researched the integration 
of cybersecurity tools into a platform that collectively addresses new possible threats and corrects 
inaccurate forecasts. It uses the best-performance model per the most current data, which is the key 
to system protection. Further, with several security tools afloat, security leaders are still trying to 
process the disparate, subjective definitions of risk generated by their means and prioritising 
remediation. Security executives seeking to minimise the risk profile need a solution quickly and 
efficiently that facilitates prioritisation and helps them determine the best action to reduce overall 
risk [32]. 

 
1.1. Research questions and objectives 
Choosing an appropriate cybersecurity platform is a significant challenge for any industry. Despite 

this, through the literature review, it has been observed that no study discussed this issue. As such, 
the current study resolves the following research questions (RQs):  

1. Which criteria are meaningful in choosing a cybersecurity platform from the standpoint of 
controlling the cyber-attack on CI?  

2. Which are the appropriate methods used for the selection of the cyber platform? 
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The “Hybrid Multi-Criteria Decision Making (HMCDM)” scheme combination of "improved Best 
Worst Method (BWM-I)" with COBRA is used to assess India's cybersecurity platform for CI protection 
and act on the above two RQs. 

Thus, the objective of this research is to achieve the following research objectives (ROs): 
(i) Establish criteria for evaluating a cybersecurity platform for protecting CI in emerging 

economies.  
(ii) Employing the BWM-I method, determine specified cybersecurity platform criteria weights.  
(iii) Then, utilise the COBRA technique to select the optimal cyber security platform for mitigating 

cyber-attacks on CI. 
(iv) Examine the potential impact of the proposed research on management. 

Section 2 briefly reviews the current literature on cybersecurity advancements and criteria. The 
approach recommended for selecting a cybersecurity platform for CI management is detailed in 
section 3. An empirical study is presented in section 4, followed by a summary of findings and 
implications in section 5. Section 6 offers managerial insights, while section 7 features the conclusion 
and outlines future research directions. Toward the end, the references used are given.  

 
2. Relevant literature 

Critical Infrastructures are operated and monitored through cyber-physical systems. Anything that 
combines computer, networking, and physical processes is known as a "cyber-physical system (CPS)." 
An intelligent manufacturing line, for instance [33], may qualify as a CPS if the machines communicate 
with the materials and goods they are manufacturing to accomplish several tasks.  

Atoum and Otoom [34] classified the existing cybersecurity models into seven categories based 
on their conception and application (Table 1). They conclude their study by highlighting the need for 
a comprehensive cybersecurity system to tackle a broad spectrum of attack vulnerabilities.  

 
Table 1 
Classification of Cybersecurity Models [34] 

Cybersecurity Model Drawback 

Standard Model Customisation is necessary for standard models to be accepted in specific 
organisational contexts, as they are generally too generic. 

Decision Support Model Decision support models may fail to communicate appropriately with lower-
level cybersecurity systems because they are designed to help management. 

Privacy Models While privacy is a crucial objective of an effective cybersecurity model, the 
goals of privacy models can contradict demands for highly secure systems. 

Infrastructure Models The cybersecurity model dedicated to infrastructures can be resource-
intensive, with unnecessary features that do not align with project goals. 

Enterprise Models Enterprise Models are designed to answer "what" rather than "how" 
questions, often applied at a smaller level. 

Generic Models The applicability of generic models in various cybersecurity contexts is 
contingent upon an appropriate cybersecurity strategy implementation. 

National Models Although national models safeguard the country's cyberspace, they do not 
fully mitigate the risks of external threats and may be vulnerable to legacy 
and political challenges in other cyberspace jurisdictions. 

According to Jansen and Jeschke [35], vulnerabilities are weak points in automation or IT systems 
that hackers could use to attack a CPS. Vulnerability is the "limitation in any information system, 
system security procedures, internal controls, or implementation that an attacker may manipulate" 
[36]. The terms "remote access, software, and local area network (LAN)" are used to categorise 
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vulnerabilities that might affect virtual machines used in cloud services and IT systems [37, 38]. (He 
et al. [39] observed that the most prevalent vulnerabilities are located at each interface between 
multiple components where information is exchanged. For example, the vulnerability in a SCADA 
system includes Network Protocols and Communication Networks, Human-Machine Interfaces, 
Database Servers, Application Servers, Remote Terminals, and Logic Controllers [38, 40].  

Many industry devices are compromised [41] for the reasons listed below: 
1) Many systems have equipment that operates for multiple weeks without security patches or 

antivirus software. 
2) Most controllers used in Industry Control Systems (ICS) networks were created when the issue 

of cybersecurity was not a priority. As a result, they are susceptible to disruption from 
incorrectly formed network traffic and large volumes of appropriately constructed traffic. 

3) Numerous ICS networks contain multiple entry points that allow cybersecurity threats to 
penetrate while eluding already-in-place cybersecurity safeguards. 

4) As there is no segregation between unrelated networks, still most of the ICS networks are 
constructed as massive, flat networks. 

Implementing a vulnerability assessment methodology is essential to discover and evaluate 
possible system threats to address these issues [42]. The German Federal Office [37] identifies the 
following categorisations of cyber threats for Information Security: 

1) Undiscovered attack methods with no means of detection made possible by unidentified 
weaknesses  

2) Attacks (indirect type) on the IT systems of the service providers who have authorised 
external access 

3) Direct attacks over external access 
4) Harmful malware that affects components without being specifically targeted and reduces 

their functionality 
5) Interference with nearby networks or network segments 
Authors [35, 41] mention multiple directed attacks on automation systems, internet-based attacks 

on decentralised control systems, unauthorised access to production networks from the office, 
malevolent patterns, and interference in communications from machine to machine. One of the most 
frequently discussed cyber threats is the "denial of service" attacks. 

Making the best decision from a group of options is complicated, but using the MCDM process 
[43] can simplify things. MCDM involves studying several factors to arrive at the best solution. The 
problem's solution space can be discrete or continuous, and MCDM methods [44] are adept at 
managing both issues. For practical applications, the two components of MCDM involve selecting the 
criteria and their weights and gathering data to evaluate the options using a specific strategy. Two 
methods for weighing the choice criteria are subjective and objective  [43]. The objective approach 
uses data from each attribute's decision matrix as a weighing variable, while subjective weighting 
methods consider the decision-maker's (DM)  preferences. These methods are essential when 
accessing the full decision matrix becomes tricky. To simplify the evaluation process - a sub-matrix is 
constructed for pairwise comparisons of the attributes, revealing any discrepancies in DM 
preferences [45]. Multiple MCDM techniques exist to process the alternatives, depending on the 
criteria weights and the performance matrix. Such techniques [46] fall under outranking methods, 
which rank alternatives as objective under the set criteria and their relative significance. MCDM 
methods make decision-making more effective and can arrive at the best solution effortlessly. 

While AHP and ANP are used extensively [47, 48, 49], some of the other existing weight evaluation 
methods are discussed below: 
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• "FUCOM (FUzzy COgnitive Maps)" [50] is helpful for decision-making when the relationships 
between variables are complex and uncertain. It can handle both qualitative and quantitative 
information and allows for considering both positive and negative feedback loops. However, this 
method can be computationally intensive and requires significant data and expertise to construct 
and analyse the fuzzy cognitive map [50].  

• "OPA (Objective and Subjective Weighting Approach)" [51] is valuable where objective and 
subjective information is available for the criteria or attributes. It can handle both quantitative 
and qualitative measures and allows for considering both positive and negative criteria. However, 
the method requires significant data and expertise to specify appropriate weights for the criteria 
or attributes and to combine the objective and subjective weights [51].  

• "Direct Index-based Benefit Ratio (DIBR)" [52] is a ratio-based decision-making method when the 
DM is interested in maximising the benefit of the selected choice. As an easy-to-use procedure, 
it doesn't require the determination of weights for the criteria or attributes. However, it may not 
be suitable for decision-making when the requirements or features are not independent or 
conflicting objectives [52]. 
Frequent inconsistencies in the pairwise comparison matrix can be attributed to various factors, 

including lack of concentration on the part of the expert. To make it consistent, experts often revise 
the ratings. Therefore, per [44], finding alternative methods to address this issue and produce more 
accurate and consistent results becomes necessary.  

Within the domain of MCDM techniques, Rezaei [44] introduced the BWM technique, which 
contrasts with other methods, such as AHP and ANP, in computing weights through pairwise 
comparisons. Unlike AHP, BWM does not necessitate DMs to conduct pairwise comparisons 
regarding all the conditions. Instead, they are required to choose the most successful and least 
desirable criteria, equating them with other criteria using pairwise comparisons [53]. This approach 
is more efficient and less time-consuming, resulting in more consistent and accurate results than AHP 
and ANP [54]. Therefore, the BWM approach is more suitable for problems where the number of 
criteria increases. By utilising the BWM approach, DMs can save time and confidently make more 
informed decisions.  

The prominent distance-based ranking techniques are discussed below: 

• VIKOR (VlseKriterijumska OptimizacijaIKompromisno Resenje) [55] has been designed to satisfy 
the need for compromise solutions when there is no clear best alternative. VIKOR is used when 
multiple criteria need to be considered, and a compromise solution is required to balance each 
criterion's importance. The VIKOR method operates by initially ranking the alternatives according 
to each criterion and subsequently determining a compromise measure for each option that 
considers the distance between the ideal and worst solutions [55]. 

• In MABAC (Multi-Attributive Border Approximation Area Comparison), alternatives are compared 
with a reference alternative [56], and a border is constructed between the two choices in the 
multi-attribute space. The method can handle both quantitative and qualitative criteria and 
allows for considering both positive and negative criteria [56].  

• MARCOS (Multi-Attribute Rating and Classification of Options by Scoring) [57] is based on the 
weighted sum model, where dynamic weights are used instead of fixed weights (as in other 
methods). The approach integrates the idea of dominance, in which an option that is better than 
another alternative in all criteria is considered to dominate that alternative [57].  

• MAIRCA (Multiple Attribute Interactive Rough Coefficient Analysis) [58] is based on rough set 
theory, a mathematical instrument for dealing with uncertain and incomplete data. The method 
involves interactive rough coefficient analysis to determine the importance of each criterion and 
the degree of affiliation of each alternative to the decision classes [58].  
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• LBWA (Linear Bilevel Weighting Approach) [59] is a two-level decision-making method that 
involves a leader-follower structure. Here, the DM (leader) determines the weights of the criteria 
or attributes from which the followers (alternative) are evaluated. The technique uses a weighted 
sum model, where each option is assessed based on criteria and the weights assigned to each 
criterion [59]. 
A commonality among these methods is their utilisation of distance-based ranking from a 

reference point to evaluate alternatives. However, deciding which way is superior, such as using 
ideal, anti-ideal, and average solutions, presents a significant challenge. Another challenge is 
determining whether to utilise Euclidean or Manhattan distances. To address this challenge, Krstić et 
al. [60] have introduced a new comprehensive method, COBRA, which integrates the strengths of 
distance-based methods discussed previously, thereby removing the need to debate the best 
approach for ranking alternatives by distance and relation to a solution [60]. 
 
2.1 Criteria Selection 

Our methodology draws criteria from sources that support fundamental characteristics of reliable 
cybersecurity systems in the context of the developing field of cybersecurity platform selection, 
where specialised literature is still developing. An evaluative framework has been created utilising 
available literature to identify the criteria. The contributions of subject-matter experts made it 
possible to validate these chosen criteria. This framework for evaluation includes a wide range of 
standards informed by the varied features of modern cybersecurity platforms. For instance, the 
Department of Defense Chief Information Officer [61] emphasises the significance of thorough 
coverage across an organisation's cybersecurity landscape, ranging from network security to 
endpoint security, in their "The Cybersecurity Resource and Reference Guide." Next, our assessment 
enhances the platform's capacity to deliver high-performance security solutions, as highlighted in 
"The Department of Defense Zero Trust Reference Architecture" [62]. Additionally, "The Commercial 
Facilities Sector: Cybersecurity Framework Implementation Guidance" [63] supports the importance 
of centralised management and reporting, supporting our focus on these capabilities. Also, “The 
Cybersecurity Resource and Reference Guide" [61] provides wide-ranging insights to help hybrid 
deployment and centralised management standards as influential factors. 

The guidance provided by "The Vendor Selection Criteria" [64] has significantly influenced our 
approach to evaluating cost-effectiveness, strengthening our economic evaluation methodology 
even though some aspects, like openness, may need further exploration due to the lack of existing 
literature. Our creative framework relies on the synergy of research and professional perspectives 
because there isn't enough literature to draw from. This adaptive methodology guarantees a 
thorough evaluation of cybersecurity platforms, demonstrating the industry's dynamic nature. Our 
method emphasises the blending of research, expert knowledge, and creative thinking, which results 
in a dynamic model for selecting an effective cybersecurity platform. 

An esteemed panel of experts was instrumental in helping us refine our selection criteria as we 
worked towards an in-depth evaluation of cybersecurity platforms. These professionals were chosen 
based on requirements and had a wealth of experience and accomplishments in cybersecurity. They 
were selected based on their years of experience, essential roles in reputable organisations, and 
exceptional contributions to various cybersecurity-related fields, such as cryptography, malware 
analysis, risk management, and cybersecurity research. The details of the participating experts are 
provided in Table 2. 
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Table 2 
Participating Experts [Names and Companies hidden on anonymity) 

Participant  Expertise Years of Experience 

Expert 1 Cryptography, Privacy, Security Over 30 

Expert 2 Antivirus Software, Cybersecurity Threats Over 25 

Expert 3 Malware Analysis, Cybercrime Over 30 

Expert 4 Cybersecurity Research, Data Analytics Over 20 

Expert 5 Security Program Development Over 20 

Expert 6 Cybersecurity Awareness Over 30 

 
These distinguished experts were presented with criteria based on existing literature and initial 

research. The criteria encompassed a range of pertinent aspects crucial for evaluating the efficacy 
and suitability of cybersecurity platforms. This panel actively validated and fine-tuned the proposed 
criteria through collaborative discussions and iterative feedback. Their insights, expertise, and critical 
evaluations ensured that the requirements (criteria) resonated with real-world challenges and 
industry needs. The compilation of identified criteria is presented in Table 3. The experts introduced 
three additional measures along with the specified criteria from the literature. 
 
Table 3 
Evaluation Criteria 

Sub-Criteria Source 

End-to-End Coverage Department of Defense Chief Information Officer (2021)[61] 

Performance Capability Department of Defense Chief Information Officer (2022) [62] 

Hybrid Deployment Department of Defense Chief Information Officer (2021) )[61] 

Central Managing and Reporting Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (2021) [63] 

Openness Expert Addition 

Cost Center for Internet Security (2023) [64] 

End Point Detection Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (2023) [65] 

Continuous Protection Department of Defense Chief Information Officer (2022) [62] 

Real-Time Protection Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (2021) [63] 

Data Loss Prevention U.S. Office of Personnel Management (2018) [66] 

Auto-Updating of Rules Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (2023) [65] 

Accelerated Protection Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (2023) [65] 

Insider Threat Protection Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (2023) [65] 

Large Detection Spectrum Center for Internet Security (2023) [64] 

Localised Security Department of Defense Chief Information Officer (2021) )[61] 

Operating System Flexibility Department of Defense Chief Information Officer (2021) )[61] 

Native Integration Center for Internet Security (2023) [64] 

Remote Vendor Access Expert Addition 

Central Visibility Department of Defense Chief Information Officer (2021) )[61] 

Security Authentication  Expert Addition 

Complete Privilege Control Department of Defense Chief Information Officer (2021) )[61] 

3. Methodology 
This section describes the methodology used in this study to evaluate and rank cybersecurity 

platforms for protecting critical infrastructure. Our method entails a multi-step procedure combining 
knowledge from domain specialists and existing published literature. The initial relevant criteria were 
determined by a thorough analysis of pertinent literature and endorsed by a group of senior subject-
matter experts. A well-structured questionnaire was then created to include these discovered 
criteria. The next step was to collect the data, which involved carefully compiling the responses from 
respondents. Data pre-processing ensured data quality and involved determining geometric means 
for the ratings obtained.   
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After building on this foundation, a comprehensive ranking of the cybersecurity platforms based 
on the established criteria was created by applying the proposed method to the dataset. This 
methodological approach guarantees the accuracy of our analysis and offers a systematic framework 
for ranking cybersecurity platforms for the defence of critical infrastructure. Figure 1 depicts the flow 
of the adopted methodology and the three proposed steps under it are:  
 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Flowchart of the methodology adopted 
 

 
Step 1: Questionnaire preparation:  

A brainstorming session was carried out with a group of six experts consisting of four senior 
managers from power sectors in India and two academicians working in the field of cybersecurity for 
power grids. The cybersecurity managers had over ten years of experience, and the academicians 
had at least two publications. The group of experts in the discussion concurred with the Cybersecurity 
Guidelines established by the Central Electricity Authority of India [9].  

Four types of cybersecurity platform options were identified as a consensus of the discussion 
session. While also applicable globally, these are as follows: 

I. Cloud-Based Platforms: administrators secure data in a third-party service's infrastructure, 
such as Cloud.  

II. Web-Based Platforms: Protect networks and computer systems from targeted and available 
software, hardware, or data attacks online.  

III. Application-Based Platforms: Local security application that protects platform-installed 
devices.  

IV. AI-Based Platforms: Utilising Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities, Machine Learning 
techniques, and algorithms. 

Following this, the expert group determined multiple evaluation criteria, structured into main 
criteria and sub-criteria, and the same are presented in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Main Criteria and Sub-Criteria 

 
Due to the availability of multiple cybersecurity platforms (also applicable globally), making an 

informed decision on choosing the right platform is difficult. However, no comprehensive framework 
or method could be obtained from the literature. Therefore, a BWM-I evaluation needs to be carried 
out by taking responses through a questionnaire, explained in the following section.  

 
Step 2: Data Collection: 

The respondents were power utility managers working in pan India with at least five years of 
experience. The questionnaire (Annexure A) consists of two parts: one for evaluating the 
cybersecurity platforms against the criteria (Annexure A1) and the second part for weighing the 
criteria using BWM and BWM-I (Annexure A2).    

Taherdoost [67] reports that for rating selection, while shorter scales do not reveal much 
information about the respondent's evaluation, multiple studies by the author indicate that longer 
scales (seven-point to nine-point) show more details. Therefore, all variables are subjectively 
captured using a nine-point Likert scale [68] [1 being Worst Performing and 9 being Best Performing] 
for the platform evaluation (first) part and "9" being "Most important" and "1" being "Equally 
Important" for the criteria weight evaluation (second) part [67, 68].  
 

 
Step 3: Applying Hybrid BWM-I and COBRA method: 

This study uses a hybrid method to assess and choose a cybersecurity platform from the four 
identified platforms. The hybrid approach combines the "Best Worst Method (BWM)" and 
"COmprehensive Distance Based Ranking (COBRA)" methods, as explained by Krstić et al. [60]. The 
step-by-step approach is in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. The adopted step-by-step approach (All Authors) 
 

3.1 Best/Worst method 
Instead of utilising a comprehensive matrix for pairwise comparisons, BWM proposes [69] 

comparing each criterion against the 'best criterion' and every other criterion versus the 'worst 
criterion' [69]. Through pairwise comparisons, the BWM model makes it easier to compare and rank 
alternatives based on various criteria. Moreover, it assists in structuring decision-making issues and 
establishing the relative weight of multiple considerations [70]. The subsequent steps outline the 
BWM methodology: 
(i) Determine the best and worst criterion: Let the whole set of 'n' criteria be denoted as 

𝐶1, 𝐶2, … , 𝐶𝑛. From the set of criteria, identify the best and worst criteria {𝐶𝐵 and 𝐶𝑊}. 
(ii) Rate best and worst criterion over other criteria using the nine-point Satty scale [46, 71].  

𝐴𝐵 = (𝑎𝐵1, 𝑎𝐵2, … , 𝑎𝐵𝑛) [1] 

𝐴𝑊 = (𝑎1𝑊, 𝑎2𝑊, … , 𝑎𝑛𝑊) [2] 

  
(iii) Solve the below equation for minimising the maximum absolute difference: 

 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒:  𝜆   
subject to constraints:    

 |
𝑊𝐵

𝑊𝑗
− 𝑎𝐵𝑗| ≤ 𝜆 for all j  
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 |
𝑊𝑗

𝑊𝑊
− 𝑎𝑗𝑊| ≤ 𝜆 for all j [3] 

 𝑊𝑊 + 𝑊𝐵 + ∑ 𝑊𝑗 = 1

𝑗

   

 𝑊𝑊, 𝑊𝐵, 𝑊𝑗 ≥ 0 for all j  

 
The optimal values of 𝑊1

∗, 𝑊2
∗, … , 𝑊𝑛

∗, 𝑊𝐵
∗, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑊𝑊

∗  is weights of the criteria. 
 

3.2 Improved Best/Worst method – (BWM-I) 
Applying BWM, as detailed in Section 3.1, assumes that the DM can identify one best and one 

worst criterion only from the criteria listed. However, where multiple best and/or worst criteria exist, 
the standard BWM approach falls short. Also, Pamučar et al. [72] created an enhanced version of the 
BWM, referred to as BWM-I, to overcome this limitation. This approach accommodates multiple 
"best and worst criteria" scenarios and calculates criteria weights using a set of equations, as 
proposed by [72]: 

 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒:  𝜆   

Subject to constraints:    

 |
𝑊𝐵

𝑚𝑏𝑊𝑗
− 𝑎𝐵𝑗| ≤ 𝜆 for all j  

 |
𝑊𝑗

𝑚𝑤𝑊𝑊
− 𝑎𝑗𝑊| ≤ 𝜆 for all j [4] 

 
𝑊𝑊 + 𝑊𝐵 + ∑ 𝑊𝑗

𝑛−𝑚𝑏−𝑚𝑤

𝑗

= 1 

  

 𝑊𝑊, 𝑊𝐵, 𝑊𝑗 ≥ 0 for all j  

By approaching Eq. [4], the weights of all the criteria are calculated. Therefore, when DMs can 
choose more than one best or worst criterion, BWM-I is more suitable than general BWM. 

 
3.3 COmprehensive distance-Based Ranking (COBRA) 
"COmprehensive distance-Based Ranking (COBRA)", an MCDM method, evaluates the distance 

between each alternative's rating and the ideal rating for each criterion. The process then ranks the 
other options based on their proximity to the ideal solution, as proposed in [60]. The COBRA 
methodology comprises the following steps: 

 
(i) Classify each criterion as a cost or benefit factor, determine each alternative's ratings against 

every criterion, and form the below decision matrix ‘A’. 

𝐴 = [

𝑎11 ⋯ 𝑎1𝑚

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑎𝑛1 ⋯ 𝑎𝑛𝑚

] [5] 

 
(ii) Generate a weighted normalised decision matrix, ∆𝑤:  

∆𝑤= [𝛼𝑗𝑖]
𝑛×𝑚

 [6] 

where,   
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𝛼𝑗𝑖 =
𝑤𝑖 × 𝑎𝑗𝑖

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑗

𝑎𝑗𝑖
 [7] 

 
(iii) Estimate the positive ideal, negative ideal, and average rating for each criterion as: 

𝑃𝐼𝑆𝑖 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑗

𝛼𝑗𝑖 , for all 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 1, … , 𝑛, 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝐽𝐵  [8] 

𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑖 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑗

𝛼𝑗𝑖 , for all 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 1, … , 𝑛, 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝐽𝐵 [9] 

𝐴𝑆𝑖 =
∑ 𝛼𝑗𝑖

𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
, for all 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 1, . . , 𝑛, 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝐽𝐵, 𝐽𝑐 [10] 

here, 𝐽𝐵  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐽𝑐 are benefit and cost criteria, respectively  
 

(iv) Evaluate the difference of rating between ideal and average ratings as: 

𝑑(𝑆𝑗) = 𝑑𝐸(𝑆𝑗) + 𝜎 × 𝑑𝑇(𝑆𝑗) × 𝑑𝐸(𝑆𝑗), for all 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚 
     

[11] 
here, dE and dT denote the Euclidian and Chebyshev distances [60]. 

 
(v) Measure the comprehensive distance and rank in ascending order.  

𝑑𝐶𝑖 =
𝑑(𝑃𝐼𝑆𝑖)𝑗 − 𝑑(𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑖)𝑗 − 𝑑(𝐴𝑆𝑖)𝑗

+ + 𝑑(𝐴𝑆𝑖)𝑗
−

4
, for all 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚 

[12] 

 
4. Empirical Study – Case of the Indian Power Sector   

A country's economy depends on CI, specifically its power grid control system. Trivial cyber-
attacks on the power grid's management systems can be potent enough to impact an entire continent 
or even several nations connected through the grid. A case in point [73] is the impact of grid failure 
in Bhutan, creating the total grid failure of the Eastern regional grid in India [73]. A power grid control 
system's risk profile and operation method differ from a conventional information technology system 
[74, 75]. The threats include effects on human health and mortality and environmental harm. While 
electrical characteristics, like angle, voltage, or frequency stability, are maintained under desirable 
levels, the control strategy regulates the actuators and the sensors in field breakers, switches, 
electronic devices, and generators. The synchronisation of the generator rotor speed with the system 
frequency is related to angle stability [76]. While delays in communication systems are more lenient, 
sensors and actuators operate in real-time, making reaction time crucial. Developing and deploying 
cybersecurity safeguards for power grid control systems is essential [77]. The ramifications of attacks 
can be minimised by monitoring inter-node traffic, checking for protocol adherence, and spotting 
unusual control requests. Before any essential component is attacked, specialised honeypots that 
mimic weak intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) can reveal information about the motivation, 
behaviour, techniques, and tools of attackers [78]. A holistic cybersecurity platform eliminates a 
significant portion of the risk. 

Under the directives of the Government of India, CEA developed guidelines to reinforce the 
cybersecurity of the Power Sector in India. The procedures in [9] were aimed mainly at addressing 
the following policies: 

1. Create awareness of cybersecurity.  
2. Ensure a safe cyber environment. 
3. Strengthen regulatory framework. 
4. Develop a system for early detection and response to cyber threats. 
5. Enhance vulnerability management. 
6. Safeguard remote services and operations. 
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7. Build resilience of critical infrastructure. 
In compliance with the CEA guidelines [9], this study conducted an expert group discussion where 

six main criteria for cybersecurity platform evaluation were derived:  
(i) End-to-End Coverage: Comprehensive coverage must include endpoints such as PCs, 

mobile devices, and IoT devices. 
(ii) Performance Capability: State-of-the-art efficiency must be provided while also showing 

an incremental increase in protection efficiency with an additional attachment of tools. 
(iii) Hybrid Deployment: Users should be able to deploy in any operating system and utilise 

individual aspects of the platform according to their situational demand. 
(iv) Central Management and Reporting: Each unique tool needs to be connected to a 

centralised administration plane that offers customisable role-based access control for 
various users, views, and functions. 

(v) Openness: Ability to integrate with other supporting tools from diverse vendors. 
(vi) Cost: The price of the platform. 

Once the criteria and alternatives were identified, a questionnaire was prepared and circulated 
among managers at all the regional power grids (namely, North, East, West, South and North-Eastern 
Region). Managers with at least five years of experience were considered for responding. The 
questionnaire consisted of 16 questions capturing best and worst criteria, rating criteria as best 
criteria and worst criteria, and finally, rating alternatives against all the criteria. The responses were 
collected between April 2023 and June 2023. A total of 80 responses were considered for further 
analysis based on input-based consistency.  

The analysis was carried out in three phases. In the first stage, best and worst criteria were 
identified by respondents among each set of criteria and sub-criteria (Table 4), and BWM-I was used 
to determine local and global weights for each criterion (Table 5) using Python 3.7. Python is the 
ultimate tool for efficient data analytics, offering a plethora of libraries and editors. With its 
impressive growth rate, it's no surprise that Python is the go-to language for data scientists. 
Moreover, Python's capabilities [79] go beyond mathematical research - a wealth of computational 
resources are available to support most data analysis studies. 
Table 4 
Best and Worst Criteria (as per respondents' viewpoint) 
Main Criteria Respondent's view Sub-Criteria  Respondent's view 

End-to-End Coverage 

Best End Point Detection  

 Continuous Protection Best 

 Real-Time Protection Worst 

Performance Capability 

 Data Loss Prevention  

 Auto-Updating of Rules Best 

 Accelerated Protection  

 Insider Threat Protection  

 Large Detection Spectrum Best 

 Localised Security Worst 

Hybrid Deployment 
Best Operating System Flexibility Worst 

 Native Integration Best 

Central Managing and 
Reporting 

 Remote Vendor Access Best 

 Central Visibility  

 Security Authentication  Worst 

 Complete Privilege Control  

Openness    

Cost Worst   
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Table 5 
Optimal weights for main and sub-criteria 

Main Criteria Weight Sub-Criteria Weight Global Weight 

End-to-End Coverage 0.34865 

End Point Detection 0.40668 0.14179 

Continuous Protection 0.40969 0.14284 

Real-Time Protection 0.18363 0.06402 

Performance 
Capability 

0.13290 

Data Loss Prevention 0.18180 0.02416 

Auto-updating of Rules 0.31815 0.04228 

Accelerated Protection 0.09090 0.01208 

Insider Threat Protection 0.06060 0.00805 

Large Detection Spectrum 0.31815 0.04228 

Localised Security 0.03030 0.00402 

Hybrid Deployment 0.34865 
Operating System Flexibility 0.46667 0.16270 

Native Integration 0.53333 0.18595 

Central Managing and 
Reporting 

0.07970 

Remote Vendor Access 0.32631 0.02601 

Central Visibility 0.25549 0.02036 

Security Authentication  0.20154 0.01606 

Complete Privilege Control 0.21666 0.01727 

Openness 0.05690   0.05690 

Cost 0.03320   0.03320 

The COBRA method was applied to the second stage's decision matrix in Table 6. First, using Eq. 
[4-11] described in section 3.3, positive ideal, negative ideal, and average ratings were calculated. 
After this, Euclidean and Chebyshev's distances were calculated. Finally, using Eq. [12], 
comprehensive distances were calculated. The alternatives were then ranked by ascending order of 
the comprehensive distances per the steps detailed in section 3.3 (see Table 7).  

 

Table 6 
Decision Matrix 

CRITERIA Cloud-Based Web-Based 
Application-
Based 

AI-Based 

End Point Detection 2 4 2 3 

Continuous Protection 4 4 8 4 

Real-Time Protection 1 9 2 5 

Data Loss Prevention 3 4 6 5 

Auto-updating of Rules 4 6 2 3 

Accelerated Protection 8 8 4 1 

Insider Threat Protection 2 9 1 5 

Large Detection Spectrum 5 6 8 5 

Localised Security 3 2 9 1 

Operating System Flexibility 3 2 2 8 

Native Integration 1 8 3 8 

Remote Vendor Access 2 1 6 3 

Central Visibility 3 1 7 6 

Security Authentication  4 8 1 9 

Complete Privilege Control 7 4 1 3 

Openness 5 3 5 7 

Cost 7 4 7 9 
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Table 7 
COmprehensive decision-Based Ranking of Alternatives 

  
ALTERNATIVES 

Cloud-Based Web-Based Application-Based AI-Based 

d(PIS) 0.1960 0.1340 0.1711 0.0800 

d(NIS) 0.0394 0.1663 0.0825 0.1943 

d(AS+) 0.0103 0.0742 0.0481 0.0999 

d(AS-) 0.0862 0.0430 0.0596 0.0202 

dC 0.0581 -0.0158 0.0250 -0.0485 

Rank 4 2 3 1 

 
The analysis was performed using Python 3.7 [MacBook with Apple M1 Chip, 8 GB memory, and 

CORE-8]. 
 

5. Results and Discussion 
This study was driven by two important research questions listed in Section 1. A literature search 

was conducted to identify evaluation criteria for a cybersecurity platform. Since no study addressed 
the impacting factors for cybersecurity platform selection, the authors identified six main criteria and 
15 corresponding sub-criteria, as in Table 4. The criteria were validated by a six-member expert panel 
answering the first research question. The proposed methodology answers the second question, and 
the inferences of the analysis are discussed below. 

Based on the information presented in Table 5, it is apparent that the two main criteria, "End-to-
End Coverage" and "Hybrid Deployment," carry the most weight. The sub-criterion under End-To-End 
coverage, viz. "Continuous Protection" is considered the most desirable by experts, indicating a 
preference for regular, uninterrupted, and robust endpoint detection, whereas real-time detection 
is deemed the least significant. Furthermore, the second main criterion, "Hybrid Deployment," is 
ranked first among all the six main criteria, focusing on native integration over operating system 
flexibility, as the operating system remains consistent. 

Although "Performance Capability" seems to be the most important criterion, the experts rank it 
as the second most important criterion. "Performance Capability" includes six sub-criteria - Large 
Detection Spectrum, Auto-updating of Rules, Insider Threat Protection, Data Loss Prevention, 
Accelerated Protection, and Localised Security. The Large Detection Spectrum is ranked as the most 
important since Intrusion Detection is a preliminary step to counteract cyber-attacks. Auto-updating 
of Rules reduces the work and reinforces security by minimising the delay between identifying and 
updating outdated rules.  

"Openness", ranked third, offers different packages and software to operate together. Hence, 
firms should weigh the ability of the cybersecurity platform to connect with other packages of their 
cybersecurity system and function in harmony. "Central Managing and Reporting" is ranked fourth 
among the main criteria, implying that the control and visibility of security add control to the 
defenders and resultant robust protection. Finally, the "Cost" is the least important when choosing 
the right cybersecurity platform, as the potential losses are tremendous. The inputs received (see 
Decision Matrix Table 6) were fed to Eq. [6-20] sequentially to obtain the comprehensive distances 
of each alternative, as shown in Table 7.   

Thus, it can be concluded that AI-based cybersecurity platforms are most preferred, followed by 
Web-based, Application-based, and Cloud-based cybersecurity platforms in the same order. 
However, the outcome seems generic since the cost factor (one of the six identified platform 
evaluation criteria) is not a constraint for large organisations, as considered in the case study. On the 
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other hand, for minor players, the results may vary as the Cost is a significant component in decision-
making.    

 
6. Managerial insights 

Cybersecurity managers of the power sector have an essential role in protecting critical systems. 
The power sector is especially vital as other infrastructures, such as transportation and 
communication, depend highly on the power sector. As such, it becomes a priority for cybersecurity 
managers to select a suitable application platform. This study proposes a methodology for decision 
support in this concern.  

As inferred by Wirkuttis and Klein [80], the AI-based cybersecurity platform is appropriate for 
protecting power grid infrastructure as AI has many advantages over industrial cybersecurity 
applications [80]. Firstly, AI learns more and only more with time. By using machine learning, the AI 
learns the behaviour of a business and its associated networks. This way, it identifies anomalies and 
intrusions effortlessly. AI also detects unknown threats by tracking suspicious behaviour in the 
system. Companies handle a large volume of data on a day-to-day basis. AI is most capable of 
analysing such data and finding attacks on the system. AI quickly assesses weak points in the design 
system and networks and focuses on critical tasks. Furthermore, AI has a large detection spectrum 
that updates its rules automatically, providing accelerated detection and swift response [81]. 

Moreover, AI provides strong security authentication by analysing user behaviour. AI, with time, 
learns and understands the patterns of human interaction in the system [82]; hence, it makes the 
system secure in the case of identity theft, as the attacker mostly cannot replicate the user's pattern, 
and AI detects a mismatch in the user pattern promptly [82]. However, according to researchers 
Leszczyna and Leszczyna [83], although AI-based cybersecurity provides the best security solution, 
the Cost of AI-based cybersecurity platforms is considerably high. Experts and practitioners have 
given the least weight to cost as they belong to large organisations dealing with crucial data. 
However, the platform's Cost is significant for small and medium businesses.  

Hence, it is the decision of the manager to deploy AI-based cybersecurity platforms based on the 
level of security required for the firm or industry. In addition, the proposed BWM-I-COBRA method 
is a valuable tool in group decision-making, which is essential in industry. 

 
7. Conclusion  

Cybersecurity is critical in today's digital era. With Cyber-physical systems now in full swing, the 
requirement for cybersecurity has seen colossal attention. As a result, much literature has been 
published addressing cybersecurity. In addition, numerous research studies were identified in the 
literature review, formulating organisational strategies to prevent and counter cyber-attacks. 
However, no literature provides guidelines for selecting a suitable cybersecurity platform or 
evaluates the available cybersecurity platforms. Alternatively, we conduct a literature survey 
followed by field expert validation to determine the evaluation criteria. Further, this study applies 
the MCDM technique to bridge the gap and assess the most suitable cybersecurity platforms.  The 
study was conducted in three phases: 

• Phase one identified the cybersecurity platform alternatives (Cloud-based, Web-based, 
Application-based, and AI-based) and evaluation criteria. By building upon the literature study 
and expert opinion - six primary criteria and fifteen unique sub-criteria were identified. A 
questionnaire with 16 questions was developed and sent to cybersecurity managers in the power 
sector and academicians in the second phase.  

• The proposed BWM-I-COBRA method was applied in the second phase to evaluate the 
alternatives. Improved BWM was utilised to assess the weight of the criteria. Each respondent 
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had to rate each criterion (End-to-End Coverage, Performance Capability, Hybrid Deployment, 
Central Managing and Reporting, Openness, and Cost) on a scale of 1 to 9 as the "best and worst 
criteria." Each alternative's ratings for each criterion were compiled in one place. The weights 
were determined from the 80 eligible responses using nonlinear BWM-I approaches.  

• Finally, the platforms were ranked using the COBRA method in the third phase. The findings of 
the quantitative analysis show that experts prefer AI-based cybersecurity platforms due to their 
high capability to reform themselves and provide security. Web-based, application-based, and 
cloud-based platforms followed them. 
This study captured the preference of emerging economies and the same act as the limitation of 

this study. Also, the criteria identified are limited to the scope of the power sector, restricting the 
application of specified criteria to the power sector alone. Therefore, capturing the point of view of 
global cybersecurity managers is an important direction for future studies to observe the 
commonalities and differences in cybersecurity preferences, thereby extending to identifying 
cybersecurity criteria applicable to varied sectors of future research. 
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Annexure-A (Questionnaire) 
 
MULTI-CRITERIA ANALYSIS FOR EVALUATING CYBERSECURITY PLATFORM  
 
Introduction  

Today, technology is developing at a breakneck pace. As a result, businesses can use several technological solutions 
to drive growth and improve operations. However, while it proves useful for businesses, cyber criminals, too, are utilising 
such technology to their advantage, making attacks more complex and harder to defend. To prevent different types of 
cyber-attacks on critical infrastructure, organisations must invest in cyber solutions to ensure they are protected and 
better equipped to face data breaches. However, selecting and implementing suitable strategies to reduce cyber-attacks 
is a complex problem. In this context, this research attempts to identify and evaluate preferred adaptation alternatives 
that help to select appropriate cybersecurity platforms. With this study, we are exploring stakeholders' opinions on 
adapting other options to cybersecurity platforms.  

We intend to evaluate four cybersecurity platforms through a questionnaire to obtain stakeholders' opinions. 
Respondents use a questionnaire to compare the "best and worst criteria" with specific criteria, as in Figure A1.   

 

 
Fig. A1. Selection Criteria 

 
Goal: Cybersecurity Platform Evaluation  
Criteria: Six criteria were chosen for the platform evaluation: 
(i) End-to-End Coverage: Comprehensive coverage must be provided that includes endpoints such as PCs, mobile 

devices and IoT devices. 
(ii) Performance Capability: State-of-the-art efficiency must be provided while also showing an incremental increase 

in protection efficiency with an additional attachment of tools. 
(iii) Hybrid Deployment: Users should be able to deploy in any operating system and utilise individual aspects of the 

platform according to their situational demand. 
(iv) Central management and reporting: Each unique tool needs to be connected to a centralised administration 

plane that offers customisable role-based access control for various users, views, and functions. 
(v) Openness: Ability to integrate with other supporting tools from diverse vendors. 
(vi) Cost: The price of the platform. 
 
Platform Options:  
Four types of cybersecurity platform options were identified. These are:  
1. Cloud-Based Platforms: administrators secure data in a third-party service's infrastructure, such as Cloud.  
2. Web-Based Platforms: Protect networks and computer systems from targeted and general attacks on software, 

hardware, or data online. 
3. Application-Based Platforms: Local security application that protects platform-installed devices. 
4. AI-Based Platforms: Platforms powered by Artificial Intelligence 
Selection Criteria:  
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Fifteen unique sub-criteria were identified for evaluation of the platform options. These are: 1. Central Visibility, 2. Native 
Integration, 3. Large Detection Spectrum, 4. Continuous Protection, 5. Insider Threat Protection, 6. Operating System 
Flexibility, 7. Remote Vendor Access, 8. Complete Privilege Control, 9. Localised Security, 10. Data Loss Prevention, 11. 
End Point Detection, 12. Real-time Protection, 13. Auto-updating of rules, 14. Security Authentication, 15. Accelerated 
protection.    

We would like to elicit your opinion on selecting among the alternatives in the following sheets. The pairwise 
comparison scale (Table A1) expresses the importance of one option over the other.     
 
Table A1 
Saaty Comparison Scale [46, 71] 

 Comparison Scale  Assigned Numeric Values  

Option One equally important as option Two 1 

 
is moderately more important than option 
Two 

3 

 is strongly more important than option Two 5 

 
is very strongly more important than option 
Two 

7 

 
is extremely more important than option 
Two 

9 

For intermediate judgments (use even numbers) 2, 4, 6, 8  

 
 
Annexure-A1: Sample Questionnaire (partly filled for explanations) 
 
Given Options A and B, as shown below example, one can gauge the relative importance:  
Choose the best and the worst criterion among the given. (Multiple "best and worst criteria" allowed) 
If you think the option 'End-to-End Coverage' in column A is more important than 'Performance Capability' in column B, 
mark '5' on the right-hand side.  If you think the option 'Hybrid Deployment' in column B is more important than the 
option 'End-to-End Coverage' in column A, mark '9' on the right-hand side.  
 
Q1. Select the "best and worst criteria" among the main criteria. 

Criteria Selection 

End-to-End Coverage  

Performance Capability Best 

Hybrid Deployment  

Central Managing and Reporting Worst 

Openness  

Cost Best 

 
Q.2. Rate the best criteria over the other criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

End-to-End Coverage 3 
Performance Capability 1 
Hybrid Deployment 5 
Central Managing and Reporting 9 
Openness 7 
Cost 1 
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Q.3. Rate the other criteria over the worst criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

End-to-End Coverage 7 
Performance Capability 9 
Hybrid Deployment 5 
Central Managing and Reporting 1 
Openness 3 
Cost 9 

 
Q.4. Rate the Alternatives for the selection criteria. 

Criteria Cloud-Based 
Web-
Based 

Application-
Based 

AI-Based 

End Point Detection 9 1 7 4 

Continuous Protection 2 6 4 5 

Real-Time Protection 4 3 8 4 

Data Loss Prevention 7 2 9 4 

 
---- A part of the questionnaire explained ------  
 
 
Annexure-A2 (Main Questionnaire) 
 
Q1. Select the "best and worst criteria" among the main criteria. 

Criteria Selection 

End-to-End Coverage  

Performance Capability  

Hybrid Deployment  

Central Managing and Reporting  

Openness  

Cost  

 
Q.1.1 Rate the best criteria over the other criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

End-to-End Coverage  
Performance Capability  
Hybrid Deployment  
Central Managing and Reporting  
Openness  
Cost  

 
Q.1.2 Rate the other criteria over the worst criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

End-to-End Coverage  
Performance Capability  
Hybrid Deployment  
Central Managing and Reporting  
Openness  
Cost  

 
Q.2 Select the "best and worst criteria" among the sub-criteria. 

Criteria Selection 

End Point Detection  
Continuous Protection  
Real-Time Protection  
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Q.2.1 Rate the best criteria over the other criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

End Point Detection  
Continuous Protection  
Real-Time Protection  

 
Q.2.2 Rate the other criteria over the worst criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

End Point Detection  
Continuous Protection  
Real-Time Protection  

 
Q.3 Select the "best and worst criteria" among the sub-criteria. 

Criteria Selection 

Data Loss Prevention  

Auto-Updating of Rules  

Accelerated Protection  

Insider Threat Protection  

Large Detection Spectrum  

Localised Security  

 
Q.3.1 Rate the best criteria over the other criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

Data Loss Prevention  
Auto-Updating of Rules  
Accelerated Protection  
Insider Threat Protection  
Large Detection Spectrum  
Localised Security  

 
Q.3.2 Rate the other criteria over the worst criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

Data Loss Prevention  
Auto-Updating of Rules  
Accelerated Protection  
Insider Threat Protection  
Large Detection Spectrum  
Localised Security  

 
Q.4 Select the "best and worst criteria" among the sub-criteria. 

Criteria Selection 

Operating System Flexibility  

Native Integration  

 
Q.4.1 Rate the best criteria over the other criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

Operating System Flexibility  
Native Integration  
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Q.4.2 Rate the other criteria over the worst criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

Operating System Flexibility  
Native Integration  

 
Q.5 Select the "best and worst criteria" among the sub-criteria. 

Criteria Selection 

Remote Vendor Access  
Central Visibility  
Security Authentication   
Complete Privilege Control  

  
Q.5.1 Rate the best criteria over the other criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

Remote Vendor Access  
Central Visibility  
Security Authentication   
Complete Privilege Control  

 
Q.5.2 Rate the other criteria over the worst criteria. 

Criteria Rating 

Remote Vendor Access  
Central Visibility  
Security Authentication   
Complete Privilege Control  

 
Q.6 Rate the Alternatives concerning the selection criteria 

Criteria Cloud-Based Web-Based Application-Based AI-Based 

End Point Detection     
Continuous Protection     
Real-Time Protection     
Data Loss Prevention     
Auto-updating of Rules     
Accelerated Protection     
Insider Threat Protection     
Large Detection Spectrum     
Localised Security     
Operating System Flexibility     
Native Integration     
Remote Vendor Access     
Central Visibility     
Security Authentication     
Complete Privilege Control     
Openness     
Cost     

 
---- End of the Questionnaire (16 questions in total) ------  
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